M100 Beginning Italian online!
Second 6-Week Session, Summer 2014
Stay home or on the beach, learn Italian and get credit!

- **Skills:** This course focuses on developing students’ competency in listening, speaking, reading, and writing Italian.

- **Format:** It is entirely online. You will not need to be physically present on campus in order to take this class.

- **Resources:**
  - You will need to have access to a computer with a microphone, headphones, a video camera and high speed internet.
  - We will use the textbook *Sentieri* published by Vista Higher Learning and the accompanying Supersite.
  - You will need to purchase access to the Supersite with your textbook, and activate your Adobe Connect account (available at no cost to Indiana University students).

- **Schedule:**
  - Since it is online, the class requires students to work independently and follow a very structured syllabus.
  - Each day you will be involved in a variety of online tasks such as reading, listening, completing exercises, posting writing assignments and recording responses on the Supersite.
  - Twice a week during our virtual classroom time, you will meet with your instructor and a small number of classmates on Adobe Connect.
  - Your instructor will be available for online office hours twice a week.

Join us for an interactive online course that brings you closer to Italy and closer to completing your language requirement!

FRIT-M 100, class 15311
June 23-August 1, 2014
4 credit hours
Fulfills World Languages Gen Ed Requirement

For more information contact Karolina Serafin at kserafin@indiana.edu